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We present a design of an ultra-fast in-line graphene optical modulator on a silicon waveguide with a bandwidth exceeding 100GHz, very small
power consumption below 15 fJ/bit, and insertion loss of 1.5 dB. This is achieved by utilizing the transverse-electric-mode silicon slot to tailor the
overlap of graphene electrodes, thus significantly reducing the capacitance of the device while maintaining a low insertion loss and using
conservative estimates of the graphene resistance. Our design is substantiated by comprehensive finite-element-method simulations and RC
circuit characterization, as well as fabrication feasibility discussion. © 2018 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

S
ince the first successful fabrication of monolayer
graphene in 2004,1) there has been a significant
interest for its application in various fields of applied

physics.2,3) In the optical domain, graphene exhibits a large
light–matter interaction exemplified by the strong absorption,
which is largely wavelength-independent.4) This paved the
way for use of graphene as a light–matter-interaction-en-
hancing material in optics, particularly in silicon photonics,5)

where silicon exhibits an intrinsically low light–matter inerac-
tion.6) Recently, many graphene-enhanced integrated pho-
tonic devices have been proposed, such as photodetectors,7,8)

polarizers,9,10) various plasmonic devices,11,12) and modula-
tors,13,14) which are the focus of this study.

Graphene-based modulators have significantly advanced
since their introduction in 2011;13) however, their perform-
ance remains limited by the relatively low response band-
width and large power consumption. This is a fundamental
issue arising from the monolayer structure of graphene,
which limits the interaction with optical fields and requires
large sheets of graphene to obtain a useful device perform-
ance. Large graphene sheets ultimately increase the RC con-
stant of devices, limiting the speed and power consump-
tion. The highest reported bandwidth is 30GHz on a ring
resonator structure;15) however, in order to properly utilize
graphene in silicon photonic devices the bandwidth should
cross the 100GHz mark.16) There has been no experimental
report of a 100GHz graphene modulator; such modulator
designs have been mentioned in the literature by Meng
et al.,10) where less conservative values for the graphene
resistance were assumed, and Wu et al.,17) based on a ring
resonator (i.e., not in-line) posing a significant fabrication
challenge with a small resistance. It has been suggested that
the only approach to reduce the RC constant in graphene
devices is to perform further technological advancements in
graphene fabrication, which would reduce the resistance
of graphene.5,13) In this study, we propose an in-line graphene
modulator, whose bandwidth crosses the 100GHz mark,
while assuming conservative values for the graphene
resistance, which were experimentally obtained in previous
studies. This is achieved by proposing a partial overlap of
graphene electrodes over the waveguide region, which signi-
ficantly reduces the capacitance of the device, and utilizing the

silicon slot waveguide to limit the insertion loss (IL), as it was
recently demonstrated to enhance the graphene absorption
when covered with graphene.18,19) We substantiate our design
with finite-element simulations and equivalent RC circuit
characterization, and focus on the fabrication challenges.

The scheme and principle of operation of the proposed
modulator are presented in Fig. 1. The device consists of a
silicon slot waveguide, covered with two graphene layers
partially overlapped only over the slot region of the wave-
guide and separated by a thin aluminum-oxide dielectric,
which forms a graphene capacitor. The main principle of
operation of the modulator is the same as that proposed by
Liu et al.,14) where when a voltage is applied to the graphene
electrodes, a simultaneous electron doping in one electrode
and electron depletion in the other electrode occur, causing a
Fermi-energy shift and changes in absorption and refractive
index in the capacitor region.

The uniqueness of our design is the partial graphene
electrode overlap over the waveguide (in contrast to the full
waveguide overlap in all of the previous reports). It reduces
the effective width of the capacitor and capacitance by more

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1. (a) Three-dimensional schematic of the modulator design with the
device length parameter L (not in scale). (b) Cross-section of the device with
the equivalent RC circuit. The parameters are: wWG = 540 nm and d = 210
nm for different slot widths wSlot, and wEl–WG = 1µm (not shown in scale).
(c) Mode profile of the device.
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than one order of magnitude, enabling bandwidths larger than
100GHz and energy consumption smaller than 15 fJ=bit, as
the accumulation and depletion of electrons occur only in the
overlapped part of the graphene electrodes, making the width
of the graphene capacitor effectively only equal to the slot
width in our design. A negative effect is that if the graphene
electrodes are partially overlapped on top of the waveguide,
the non-overlapped graphene will not experience electrical
doping and shift of the Fermi level, thus it will absorb and
cause IL. This principle of operation is graphically explained
in Fig. 1(b), where we differentiate between “switchable” and
“non-switchable” graphene. In our previous study, where we
assumed regular silicon waveguides, this IL was too large to
obtain any significant improvement in performance compared
to existing devices.20) By utilizing the silicon slot waveguides,
the overlap of the graphene electrodes can be significantly
reduced, while still maintaining a low IL, owing to the tight
field confinement inside the slot, where graphene is “switch-
able” [Fig. 1(c)].

Our design, which utilizes transverse-electric-(TE)-mode
silicon slot waveguides, makes the modulator polarization de-
pendent; however, with the emergence of efficient integrated
polarization rotators, this is not a general drawback.21,22)

We calculate the passive parameters of our device: modu-
lation depth (MD), IL, and maximum refractive index change
(Δn); the obtained values are MD = 0.195 dB=µm, IL = 0.09
dB=µm, and Δn ≈ 0.008, for an average target slot width of
50 nm (Fig. 2). The MD is associated with the electro-absorp-
tion regime of the modulator, while Δn describes the phase-
modulation regime. In order to calculate these parameters, we
employed the two-dimensional (2D) finite element method
through the COMSOL Multiphysics software and obtained
the complex effective refractive index of our device, neff. The
MD and IL parameters were calculated from the absorption
parameter α = 2 Im(neff)k0, assuming Pout = Pin exp(−αz),
while Δn was calculated from the real part of neff. We
consider graphene through its surface dynamic conductivity
and magnetic field boundary condition nxðH1 �H2Þ ¼ Js ¼
�Ek,23) which is implemented in COMSOL through surface
currents. The surface currents are proportional to the surface
conductivity σ multiplied by the in-graphene-plane electric
fields, thus ensuring that graphene interacts only with the
in-plane fields. Graphene outside the electrode overlapping
region is assumed to have the graphene’s intrinsic dynamic
conductivity:4) σ0 = e2=4ħ ≈ 60 µS, while the “switchable”
graphene in the graphene capacitor is expressed by24)
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The first two terms correspond to the real and imaginary

contributions of inter-band transitions, while the final term
corresponds to intra-band transitions. In all of the simu-
lations, we assume a light wavelength of 1,550 nm and room
temperature of 300K. The γ term in Eq. (1) corresponds to
the inverse scattering time in graphene, which varies from
10 fs to larger than 1,000 fs in the literature; we use an
average time of 100 fs in our simulations.24,25) The Fermi
energy of graphene is related to the applied voltage through

the formula: EF ¼ sgnðVÞħvF
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�"0"Al2O3 jVj=dAl2O3e

p
, where

we use a Fermi velocity, vF, of 106m=s, and assume "Al2O3 ¼
9:72 and dAl2O3 ¼ 10 nm, similar to those in the previous
reports. With these assumptions, we plot the parameters’ de-
pendence on the voltage, as shown in Fig. 2. The geometric
characteristics of our device: Full width of the waveguide of
wWG = 540 nm and height of d = 210 nm [Fig. 1(b)], satisfy
the single-mode operation. We also assume an air slot, which
amplifies the slot effect, and is the most feasible assumption
with respect to fabrication limitations, as explained at the end
of this paper. Figure 2 further exemplifies the uniqueness of
our design; even in the “On” regime (high voltage), there is a
significant absorption corresponding to the “non-switchable”
part of graphene; however, it is more than twice lower than
the MD owing to the slot effect.

In Fig. 3, we characterize the IL properties of our device in
detail, owing to the low-IL condition of silicon photonics.16)

In Fig. 3(a), we focus on the electro-absorption regime and
plot the IL and MD, as defined in Fig. 2, as well as total loss
(TL, equal to MD + IL in log scale), with respect to the slot
width. The TL and IL were calculated assuming applied
voltages of 0 and 10V, respectively. The 50 nm slot width
(overlap of the graphene electrodes) is indeed the optimal
choice, as the total absorption has a maximum at this point,
with MD more than twice larger than the IL (MD = 0.195
dB=µm, IL = 0.09 dB=µm, TL = 0.285 dB=µm). This implies
that if we choose the length of our device such that a 3 dB
modulation depth is achieved, the IL would be smaller than
1.5 dB, which is a small penalty to achieve very large band-
widths and small energy consumption. The result in Fig. 3(a)
shows that for any slot width in the range of 15 to 140 nm,
the MD is at least as large as the IL, demonstrating the usa-
bility of even larger slot widths (graphene overlaps), which
might pose a smaller fabrication challenge. The absorption
peak around 50 nm for a graphene-covered slot device is also
in agreement with previous studies on graphene slot modu-
lators and graphene-on–slot-waveguide effect,18,19) and is on
the order of magnitude of graphene absorption in optimized
waveguide geometries.26)

Further, we consider the potential for this structure to be
used as a phase modulator. Recently, graphene-based phase
modulators have attracted a significant attention,25,27,28) as
for high voltages, the TL of graphene is low and constant,
while there is a significant change in the real refractive index
(Fig. 2). However, the proposed and demonstrated modulators

Fig. 2. Dependences of the absorption and real part of the effective index
on the applied voltage for the proposed modulator for a fixed slot width of
50 nm.
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also suffer from large response times, well below the 40GHz
mark. In Fig. 3(b), we simulate the phase modulation char-
acteristics of our device, with a focus on the IL; Lπ is the length
of the device required to achieve a phase shift of π, where
Re(Δneff) is calculated as in Fig. 2, while the total IL is calcu-
lated by multiplying the Lπ length and IL shown in Fig. 3(a).
Even though our device exhibits a very small Lπ, comparable
to those reported previously,19) the IL is always larger than
8 dB. Therefore, even though our structure would provide
a significant benefit in terms of response bandwidth and
energy consumption, the IL is too large to be used as a phase
modulator and can be used only in the electro-absorption
regime.

We confirm the ultra-high-speed performance of our device
by calculating the response bandwidth, which yields a value
of B = 120GHz for a 50 nm slot width (graphene overlap); the
bandwidths reach 400GHz for smaller slot widths, and are
always larger than 50GHz for larger slot widths (Fig. 4),
assuming conservative values for the graphene resistance. In
order to calculate the bandwidth, we define an equivalent RC
circuit of our device, shown in Fig. 1(b); RC and RS are the
contact and sheet resistances of graphene, respectively, and C
is the capacitance of the device. Using these values, the total
response bandwidth is calculated as

B ¼ 1

2�½2 � ðRC þ RSÞ� � C : ð2Þ

The contact resistance of graphene emerges from the con-
tacts between graphene and metallic electrodes. This depends
on parameters such as the quality of graphene and choice of the
electrode; it was experimentally shown that the values of
the contact resistivity ρC are in the range of 100 to 1,000
Ω µm.29–31) The contact resistivity is expressed in a unit of
Ω µm instead of the standard Ω µm2, as the flow of carriers
from the electrode to graphene occurs mostly through the
contact edge.31) Therefore, the total contact resistance of
graphene is calculated as

RC ¼ �C
L

; ð3Þ

where L is the length of the device [Fig. 1(a)]. In our calcu-
lations, we assumed a conservative value of ρC = 1,000Ω µm.

The graphene’s sheet resistance, RS, is usually defined
through the “resistance per square” parameter, RSQ. The
values of RSQ for graphene are typically between 100 and
500Ω=sq;25,32–34) in all of our calculations, we assume a
conservative value of 500Ω=sq. In order to obtain the total
sheet resistance of graphene, we need to consider the parallel
connection of all squares constituting the length of the
device; therefore, it can be expressed as

RS ¼ RSQ
wElC

L
¼ RSQ

wElWG þ ðwWG �wSlotÞ=2
L

: ð4Þ

The parameters in Eq. (4) are defined in Fig. 1(b): wEl–C is
the distance between the metallic electrode and capacitor; for
our device it is equal to the sum of the distance of the electrode
from the edge of the waveguide (wEl–WG) and length of the
graphene part that covers the waveguide but is not overlapped
with the opposite electrode, i.e., not switched [(wWG − wSlot)=
2]; L is the propagation length of the device, defined as in
Eq. (3). In all of our calculations, we assume that the distance
between the electrode and waveguide is wEl–WG = 1 µm,
which is sufficient for the metal not to disturb the optical
mode. The width of the waveguide is set to wWG = 540 nm, as
stated previously, while the slot width is varied as in Fig. 3.

We define the capacitance of our device as

C ¼ "0"Al2O3

wSlot � L
dAl2O3

; ð5Þ

where the employed parameters have values presented at the
beginning of this paper. Equation (5) directly reveals the
benefit of our design, i.e., the capacitance is proportional only
to the slot width (graphene overlap), making it significantly
smaller than those of previous reports, which assumed full
waveguide–graphene overlap (wSlot ≈ 50 nm and wWG ≈
540 nm). In our design, there is also a parasitic increase in
the sheet resistance owing to the reduction of the capacitor
width [Eq. (4)]. However, this increase is only approximately
10% of the resistance of previously reported devices, signi-
ficantly smaller than the reduction in the capacitance. In
addition, Eqs. (2)–(5) reveal that when the capacitance and
resistances are multiplied, the length of the device L is
canceled out; therefore, the length of the device has no
impact on the response bandwidth and influences only the IL.
Using the defined parameters, the bandwidth result is shown
in Fig. 4. Our approach for the calculation of the response of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Properties of the modulator in the electro-absorption regime:
total absorption, IL, and MD with respect to different slot widths.
(b) Properties of the modulator in the phase modulation regime: π-phase-
change length and corresponding IL with respect to different slot widths.

Fig. 4. Response bandwidth and energy consumption of the device with
respect to different slot widths.
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the device is similar to that reported by Sorianello et al. for
the characterization of a graphene phase modulator design.25)

In addition, we calculate the average energy consumption
of our device, expressed as energy per bit value; it is in the
range of 5 fJ=bit for smaller slot widths, to smaller than
100 fJ=bit for larger slot widths (Fig. 4). The formula for
energy per bit is:

Eb ¼ 1

4
CV2

b; ð6Þ

where C is the total device capacitance and Vb is the voltage
required to switch the device. To calculate C from Eq. (5),
we choose a device length providing 3 dB MD, considering
the result in Fig. 3. Further, we choose a switching voltage
required to push the Fermi level of graphene to half of the
input photon energy, previously shown to be Vb = 2.74V.

Figures 3 and 4 reveal the final performance of the pro-
posed modulator with a 50 nm slot; the response bandwidth is
B = 120GHz, the energy per bit is Eb = 12 fJ=bit, the 3 dB
length is L3dB = 15 µm, and the total IL is IL = 1.4 dB. To the
best of our knowledge, these are, by far, the best performance
metrics of an in-line graphene modulator, demonstrating that
graphene modulators have the potential to solve some of the
power consumption and bandwidth issues of silicon photonics.

For completeness, we also consider the effect of the quan-
tum capacitance of graphene, arising from its low density of
states, on our modulator.35,36) It is a series capacitance, hence
it contributes to a reduction in total capacitance and increase
in speed. We neglected this capacitance in the calculation of
the values plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 as it is generally not con-
sidered in characterization of graphene modulators;13–15,25,28)

however, as it is a realistic effect, we briefly discuss its
influence in this paragraph. The quantum capacitance is
expressed through the formula:35)

CQ ¼ 2e2kBT

�ðħvFÞ2
ln 2 1 þ cosh

EF

kBT

� �� �
; ð7Þ

which reveals the quantum capacitance per electrode area.
We follow the steps used for the geometric capacitance to
reveal the equivalent series capacitance, yielding a bandwidth
of B = 235GHz for a 50 nm slot modulator, while the energy
consumption is Eb = 6 fJ=bit. This is obtained using a small-
voltage approximation; for higher voltages (higher Fermi
levels), the quantum capacitance is significantly larger than
the geometric capacitance and can be completely neglected. It
can be shown that the inclusion of the quantum capacitance
improves the performance by approximately a factor of 2 for
any slot width; however, we neglect it in all of our calcula-
tions to maintain the approach of conservative assumptions.

In order to fully understand the potential of the proposed
device, we also loosen the constraint of contact resistance to
allow more optimistic, but still reported values.25) The result
for the bandwidth is shown in Fig. 5; for small resistivity and
slot width, the speed of the device is close to the 1THz mark.
This speed is not necessary for any commercial application;
however, it demonstrates the full potential of the device and
graphene modulation in general.

Fabrication challenges: Small slots can be fabricated using
e-beam lithography, which is a challenge, however, they have
been previously reported,37) and at this time, we are able to
fabricate sub-100-nm slots in-house. In Fig. 1, we assume a

planar surface of the waveguide, which can be obtained by
depositing silicon oxide using standard plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) techniques and then
performing chemical–mechanical polishing.15) In Fig. 1, we
also assume an air slot. This enhances the slot effect, and is
also more feasible in terms of fabrication as the PECVD
deposition of oxide is not perfectly conformal and could not
fill the slot. The graphene electrodes can be patterned using
e-beam lithography and oxygen plasma, while electrodes can
be fabricated in the standard lift-off process; the aluminum
oxide region can be grown with atomic layer deposition
(ALD). There are two main challenges to our design: 1)
setting the lower graphene electrode to cover only the slot
region and 2) alignment of both graphene electrodes over a
sub-100-nm region of the slot. Concerning issue one, the
lower graphene electrode will realistically have to cover a
slightly wider region than the slot. However, it would not
have to be a significantly wider region owing to the
graphene’s robustness,38) and as there is no significant
change in performance if the capacitor width is increased
from, for example, 50 to 70 nm, the assumption of only a
slot coverage in simulations is justified. The bigger issue is
the sub-100-nm alignment. In order to achieve this precise
e-beam lithography, advanced resist development and
etching recipes have to be developed, as well as machines
with a low precision tolerance have to be used.

In conclusion, we demonstrated an in-line graphene modu-
lator on silicon, which could achieve response bandwidths
larger than 100GHz, with a power consumption of the order
of 10 fJ=bit. We achieved this design by tailoring the overlap
of the graphene electrodes, thus significantly reducing the
capacitance, and consequently the RC constant of the device.
In contrast to the previous methods, our method did not
depend on the reduction of the graphene’s resistance as we
assumed conservative values for it in our calculations. The
reduction of the overlap of the graphene electrodes led to an
increase in the IL; however, this problem was overcome
using the silicon slot waveguide. In addition, we discussed
the fabrication feasibility of the proposed device; its fabri-
cation is a large part of our future research plan. Our results
show that graphene satisfies all of the requirements for large-
scale implementation in silicon photonics and optical inter-
connects, and could pave the way for highly power- and
performance-efficient short-range optical communications.
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Fig. 5. Response bandwidth for different values of the contact resistivity.
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